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“COLTS PREPARED FOR THE REAL WORLD”
Thank you to our corporate sponsors.

Cash Yount – Feed Consultant
Crystal White – Feed Consultant
David Miller – Sales Manager

“The Horslic Elite product has been a game changer for the UMW Sales Prep colt’s overall health. With its high Omega 3 content and Zinpro Performance Trace Minerals, this enhances the health and shine on these young horses as they are developing. Our students are able to observe the benefits of using natural products that boost immunity and overall performance of these colts.

The CHS products have been a game changer for the UMW Sales Prep colt’s overall health. In regards to education, our students are now able to observe the impact that quality nutrition has on the horse’s physique and their performance.

Here at Montana Western, we are incredibly excited to use our CHS products. We have seen a drastic improvement in the horse’s overall appearance. Plus, our students have had the opportunity to participate in designing a nutritional diet plan for their horses. The CHS products have been a huge benefit to the horses’ health and the student’s education!” - Cash Yount
Thank you for your continued support of the Colt Challenge & Sale.
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HORSE SALE TERMS & CONDITIONS

1. The highest bidder is the buyer. Any dispute between two or more bidders, sole authority to settle the dispute as he sees fit is reserved by the auctioneer, including the right to reject any or all bids.

2. Terms of the sale are cash, bankable check or credit card.

3. When a horse is sold, title shall pass to the buyer.

4. Horses are offered for sale according to the laws of the State of Montana, and the right to bid is reserved for all sellers in this sale.

5. Horses are at the buyer’s expense and risk and responsibility from the time of the purchase, but no delivery will be made until final settlement has been made.

6. There is no guarantee of any kind as to the soundness or condition or other quality of any horse sold in this sale. Once the gavel falls sale is final.

7. The sale management, auctioneers, and employees act as agents for the sellers, but assume no liability for either buyer or sellers. Any representations made by the sale management are made on behalf of the seller.

8. Every effort has been made to ensure correctness of the catalog. However, sales management, printer and auctioneer assume no responsibility for errors or omissions.

9. Checks should be made payable to DLA or Dillon Livestock Auction.

10. Sellers have the right to bid. The auctioneer may protect the seller.

11. Any person attending this auction does so at his/her own risk and no liability, duty, obligation, and/or responsibility shall be imposed upon University of Montana Western, or any of their agents, for any accident, injury, mishap, theft, damage and/or any other harm, regardless of the source or imposition.
NOTICES:

Care & Removal of Horses - Important!!
Please be reminded that title passes at the fall of the hammer, at which time the purchaser assumes all risk and responsibility to move horses after the sale. All sale horses must be removed from the premises of The Montana Center for Horsemanship no later than noon on the day following the sale April 3, 2022. Please arrange for overnight stay if needed by contacting Robert Chesterfield at (406)-539-9848.

Stable Release:
In order to remove a horse from the grounds, you must obtain a Stable Release from the Sales Office. Please confirm that the release you obtain represents the correct Hip Number. Also, be sure to give the release to the person ultimately responsible for removing your horse from the grounds so they can travel.

SETTLEMENT PROCEDURES

First - Sale Ticket: At the conclusion of the bidding on each lot, the successful bidder will immediately complete the sale ticket presented by the clerk.

Second - Payment of Account: Not later than 1 hour after conclusion of the sale, each buyer will make payment of the full purchase price. Payment will be made by United States currency, certified check, money order, traveler’s check, credit card or personal check. Canadian buyers must pay with US Currency or Certified Funds.

Third - Order for Delivery: After payment of the buyer’s account is made, buyer will receive an Order For Delivery which will permit removal of the animal from the stables.
Bid through Northern Livestock Video Auction's NEW Online Bidding Platform!

For the Desktop:
1. It is best to use the Google Chrome web browser.
2. Pre-Register at least one day prior to the sale.
3. Go to bid.northernlivestockvideo.com and click "Get Approved to Bid".
4. Doing this will prompt you to create an account, after which you will fill out a bidder approval application.
5. Once approved, an email will be sent to the email account provided. Please click the link in that email to activate your account and a buyer number will be provided.
6. On sale day (after approval), visit www.northernlivestockvideo.com to view and bid!

For Mobile:
Use your mobile device to download the Northern App and follow the above steps to get approved.

There is an instructional video on registering to bid on our website, www.northernlivestockvideo.com if you have any questions.

For technical assistance with Internet Viewing and Bidding Questions, call Sam Fraser (406) 860-0590.
Phone Bidding:
Anyone wanting to use the Northern Livestock phone bank to bid must pre-register and have a bid number to bid on the phone. To register with NLVA call 866-616-5035 before sale day.

View the Online Catalog and Video Clip of each colt selling at www.northernlivestock-video.com.

Bidders who are successful in making purchases will be contacted following the sale to make payment and delivery arrangements.

Northern Livestock’s Sale Day Bid Line:
(406) 245-0889

Sale order will be posted on Friday, April 1, by 5:00 pm. You can find the sale order at the following web address and on the Colt Sale Facebook page:

http://w.umwestern.edu/ccs
facebook.com/coltchallengeandsale
Thanks to the following ranches for making our natural horsemanship program possible.

Erb Ranch
Calvin and Brooke have been ranching Beaverhead County for the last 30 years. They raise horses suitable for ranching in the big country of southwest Montana. The Erb’s strive to improve their horse herd every year to produce the most desired horses. Their horses’ bloodlines include Nu Cash, Gunsmoke and Jackie Bee. Calvin and Brooke have been donating horses to the University of Montana Western Natural Horsemanship program since 2011.

Galt Ranch
The Galt Ranch is located west of White Sulphur Springs, MT at the base of the Big Belt Mountains, has a long history of raising cattle and horses. The ranch strives to keep at the forefront of what is modern while paying homage to the more traditional aspects of life. Whether it be the use of the helicopter to gather cattle or fight fire, to producing quality ranch horses, each has their place. Their horses are raised with foundation bloodlines going back to Two-Eyed Jack and Doc Bar, producing horses that are gentle, thick bodied, and good keepers. Currently standing at the ranch is a son of Mr. Baron Red, the 1983 AQHA Superhorse. Barons Red Rock’s foals have the athleticism, cow, and intelligence to handle a hard day on the ranch as well as perform in the arena. They produce working class horses, with working class bloodlines.

Goggins Ranch
Greg and Carly Goggins are from Billings, MT and focus on raising solid, useable horses for the ranch. They have been raising horses for the past few years and look forward to advancing the quarter horse genetics through studs like Slick By Design crossed on cutting bloodlines to produce an all around cow horse.
Harrington and Hirschy Quarter Horses

Harrington & Hirschy Quarter Horses is a family-run operation that is continuing the legacy of the late, Don Harrington. Harrington & Hirschy Quarter Horses have been producing quality horses for the last 40 years in Beaverhead County. Their horses’ bloodlines include: Nu Cash, Paddys Irish Whiskey, Doc O Dynamite, and Peptos Stylish Oak. Harrington & Hirschy Quarter Horses are intelligent and hard working animals. Harrington & Hirschy Quarter Horses have been donating colts to the UMW Sales Prep Class since 2011. http://harringtonhirschyhorses.com

Holland Quarter Horses

Verna Holland and her late husband Chad are lifetime cattle ranchers in the Grasshopper Valley and have been members of the AQHA since 1968. Hollands’ horses are proven to be athletes in the competitive arenas as well as on the ranch. Some have gone on to become AQHA champions in halter and performance. Conformation, disposition, cow sense and athletic ability are the program goals. The Hollands enjoy watching young students learn and achieve their skills through the horsemanship program at UMW. They have been donating horses to the UMW sales Prep Class since 2011.

Hollenbeck Ranch

The Hollenbeck Ranch is located twenty-five miles west of Billings, MT. The Hollenbeck Ranch has been in the horse breeding business for four generations, and use the horses they’ve bred and raised, to compete. Their goal is to breed horses that have a purpose, disposition and the ability to win. The goal of their breeding program is to preserve the Driftwood bloodlines, and produce horses from the Doc O Dynamite, San Peppy and Hancock bloodlines as well. These unique horses have had the ability to win for generations. This is the third year that they have donated horses to the Montana Western Sales Prep Class. https://www.hollenbeckranch.com/
Lazy 6 Quarter Horses
At R Lazy 6 Quarter Horses, they breed and raise their horses in the mountains of Central Montana. From the famous Scott Ranch breeding program, their stud is by Paddys Irish Whiskey, out of a Doc O Dynamite mare. Peps A Dynamo has an awesome temperament, is athletic and eager to please. They feature cow horse mares by As Smart as The Fox, Bodee Boomsmal, CD Zan, and Paid by Chick, plus some with the racing blood of Dash for Cash and Easy Jet. Their horses are athletes with the trainability and speed to help anyone be successful. Vic and Jill Roberts have been donating horses to the UMW Sales Prep Class since 2016. http://www.rlazy6quarterhorses.com/

Roaring Springs Ranch
The Roaring Springs Ranch is headquartered in the sweeping Catlow Valley on the high desert of southeastern Oregon in Harney County. The mission of the ranch is to be sustainable: this requires focus on economic, ecologic and social function of their operation. They are proud of the abundance of diverse wildlife species that share the landscape with their cattle, horses and ranch families. RSR runs around 250-300 head of horses on the ranch, including 60 broodmares and three stallions. Their horses are foundation bred in order to develop a well-rounded ranch horse with good cow sense. This is the third time they have donated to the UMW Sales Prep Class.

Weaver Quarter Horses
The Weaver family has a long tradition of raising horses since 1887. The brand, A Standing X, was recorded in the Weaver name in 1888 and is still going strong six generations later. Stan and his wife Nancy live in the Bear Paw Mountains by Big Sandy, Montana. The Weaver horses are known for their bone structure, stamina, conformation and their keen eye for a cow. Some of the horses’ bloodlines include Peptoboosmal, Peppy San Badger, Frenchmans Guy, Smart Little Lena and Poco Bueno. Weaver horses possess the mind and disposition to succeed in whatever you ask of them. They have been donating horses to the sales Prep Class since 2014. http://www.weaverhorses.com/
We would like to thank our generous colt donors & event sponsors:

**COLT DONORS**

**CALVIN & BROOKE ERB**

**MARK & BARB HARRINGTON**

**SHIRLEY HARRINGTON**

**FRED & LYNN HIRSCHY**

**KOY & DENISE HOLLAND**

**VERNA HOLLAND**

**MIKE & EVA HOLLENBECK**

**ROARING SPRINGS RANCH**

**VIC & JILL ROBERTS**

**STAN & NANCY WEaver**

**GREG & CARLY GOGGINS**

**BILL GALT**

We would also like to thank the Montana Center for Horsemanship, William & Loraine Kriegel, David Schuett and the horsemanship instructors, veterinarians Megan Kelly and Layne Carlson, farrier Roy Shannon, Iola Else, Roxanne Engellant, the UMW Foundation, Dillon Livestock Auction, Denise Holland, Judy Tash, Brigid Reedy, UMW cleaning services, Kitchen Crew, the Judges, and everyone in the Sale Crew.

For more information about Equine Studies at Montana Western, call 877-683-7331 or visit w.umwestern.edu/department/equine-studies.
Colt Competition Awards

1st place
$2,500 Scholarship by CHS
Buckle donated by Nancy Chesterfield - American Simmental Association Publications
Breast Collar donated by Holt Custom Saddlery
Classic Equine Felt ESP Saddle pad donated Rocky Mountain Supply Belgrade
Handmade Knife donated by Cody Ostmeier
Mohair Cinch donated by AH Cinches
Wild Rag donated by Cowgirl Dreamin
Halter donated by Steele Halters
40 lbs HorsLic donated by New Generation Supplements
$75 Gift Card donated by Sparky’s Garage Bar & Grill
2 bag Equis Performance Grain donated by Rocky Mountain Supply Belgrade

2nd place
Kerry Kelley Snaffle and Curb Strap donated by Northwest Farm Credit Services
5 Star Pad donated by Marc Brogger Custom Saddles
Headstall donated by Little Larkspur Leathercraft
Silver Headstall Concho Set donated by Farm Bureau Financial Services
Breast Collar donated by Atomic 79
Mohair Cinch donated by AH Cinches
Wild Rag donated by Cowgirl Dreamin
Halter donated by Steele Halters
40 lbs HorsLic donated by New Generation Supplements
$50 Gift Card donated by Sparky’s Garage Bar & Grill
2 bag of Equis Performance Grain donated by Rocky Mountain Supply Belgrade

3rd place
Bridle Bit Setup donated by Southwest Counties Farm Bureau
Breast Collar donated by MSU Intercollegiate Horse Show Association (IHSA) Team
Wild Rag donated by Cowgirl Dreamin
Halter donated by Steele Halters
40 lbs HorsLic donated by New Generation Supplements
$25 Gift Card donated by Sparky’s Garage Bar & Grill
2 bag Equis Performance Grain donated by Rocky Mountain Supply Belgrade
4th place
Custom Halter donated by C Jack's Braided Tack
Headstall donated by Frecker's Saddlery
Horse Blanket donated by Rocky Mountain Supply of Dillon
40L Black Hole Duffle donated by Patagonia Outlet Dillon
Wild Rag donated by Cowgirl Dreamin
Halter donated by Steele Halters
40 lbs HorsLic donated by New Generation Supplements
$25 Gift Card donated by Sparky's Garage Bar & Grill
2 bag Equis Performance Grain donated by Rocky Mountain Supply Belgrade

5th place
Headstall and Horse Blanket donated by Murdoch's of Dillon
40L Black Hole Duffle donated by Patagonia Outlet Dillon
Wild Rag donated by Cowgirl Dreamin
Halter donated by Steele Halters
40 lbs HorsLic donated by New Generation Supplements
$25 Gift Card donated by Sparky's Garage Bar & Grill
2 bag Equis Performance Grain donated by Rocky Mountain Supply Belgrade

Most Improved UMW Student
Tom Balding Snaffle Bit donated by Montana Center for Horsemanship

High Selling Colt (For Donor)
Buckle donated by Nancy Chesterfield - American Simmental Association Publications
Gorgeous Vodka from Bryan and Marcia Mussard

Best Horseman Award in Memory of Chad Holland
Custom Chinks donated by The Bank of Commerce
Sales Prep Class

Pictured L to R Top Row: Jacob Christenson, James Ramirez, Gus Hoffman, CJ Beniot

Middle Row: Erica Hill, Aubrey Little, Talyn Neville, Danica Wilson, Molly Jackson, Laci Wiggins,

Bottom Row: Tiffany Ostberg, Kendall Brandenberger, Katlin Foote, Jordan LeCompte, Riley Lake,

Events Management Class

Pictured L to R: Dalton LaNore, Yoarlin Cooper Zars, Tiffany Ostberg, Kayla Lake

Not Pictured: Destiny Mink, Katie Ross, Tayla Fletes
MSU Colt Starting & Developing Young Horse Class of 2022

Pictured L to R: Bryn Borgard, Lindsay Meister, Brianna Willey (Teaching Assistant), Heidi Lykins, Sarah Nalls, Kylie Keating, and Bryan Eastman (Teach Assistant).

Not Pictured: Hadley Overvash and Alison Capron

Instructor: Amy Prechter, M.S., pursuing Interdisciplinary PHD at MSU, owner of Cedar Ridge Equine-Bozeman

The MSU students and colts will be joining us for our colt competition on April 1, 2022 @ 9 AM. MSU colts will not be available for purchase. For more information, visit: https://www.facebook.com/msuhorse-training.
BIT O HONEY FROSTED is a flashy three-year-old buckskin mare donated by the Erb Ranch. She stands at 14.3 and is built like a tank. Brennas Golden Dunit earned over $39,000 in the NRCHA. Hollywood Dun It, the famous buckskin reiner, had LTE of $65,000 and was the 2nd All Time Leading Sire in National Reining Horse history with over $4 million in offspring earnings. This filly tracks the dummy well and will be successful in any direction you take her. She is a horse who always aims to please and is a snappy learner. She is fun to watch and is sure to catch your eye.
MS Frosted Hershey

AQHA# 5999892 2019 Dun Mare
Date of Birth: April 20, 2019
Donated by Erb Ranch

MS FROSTED HERSHEY is a 14.2 hand, three-year-old dun mare donated by the Erb Ranch. She goes back to Nu Cash, a sire who earned over $38,000 in the National Cutting Horse Association himself and has offspring earnings of over $1.8 million and a cumulative 2,955 AQHA points. This mare is athletic and a quick learner. She has natural talent and a cowy disposition. Her compact size would make her a fun arena horse and she is confident outside. She could excel in any direction you take her.
ROCKIN BARMAID is a three-year-old red dun mare standing at 15 hands donated by the Galt Ranch. Both Mr Baron Red and Two ID Bartender had successful rodeo careers. Doc O’Lena and Peppy San Badger had successful NCHA careers and famed offspring. This frosty eared filly is turning into a fantastic horse with her athletic ability and mind. This mare likes to track the roping dummy and has spent time outside. She is a quick learner and eager to please. If you can get by with a little less ear, she would be a great choice.
EC REMICAT is a palomino gelding from Greg and Carly Goggins that stands 14 hands tall. High Brow Cat is an All-Time Leading Sire of Cutting Horses, the NCHA-AQHA Sire of the year for 10 consecutive years, and has offspring earning over $70 million. Reminic and Peppy San Badger also made their fame in the cutting pen. This colt is quiet minded and does not let anything bother him. He has been ridden both inside the arena and outside in the hills and takes everything in stride. If you are looking for a good minded gelding to put your kids on to tag along while doing ranch work or play in the arena, he is your guy!
LENA JO ROYAL is a three-year-old chestnut mare standing at 14.3 hands donated by Mark and Barb Harrington. She could go in any direction with her athletic pedigree. Doc O Dynamite is an all-time leading cutting horse sire of performance earners totaling one million dollars. Royal Three Charge and Palmers Jet are race track earners and known for throwing barrel and rope horse athletes. Jax Fed Ex has sired NCHA and NRHA earners. This filly tries hard to do anything that you ask of her. She has a great motor that will last all day, and she would be a great success inside or outside of the arena.
LOUS LITTLE ROAN is a 15 hand three-year-old mare from Mark and Barb Harrington. She goes back to some cutting horse royalty, such as Peptoboonsmal, Peptos Stylish Oak, Doc O’Lena and Doc O Dynamite. This quiet mare is easy to get along with and puts a lot of try into her work. She is stout! She has traveled in the mountains, tracked the dummy, and is comfortable being by herself. She would be successful in the ranch or rodeo world.
Pepto Stylin Eclipse
AQHA# 6072471 2019 Gray Gelding
Date of Birth: 2019
Donated by Harrington & Hirschy Quarter Horses

PEPTO STYLIN ECLIPSE is a 15 hand three-year-old gray gelding donated by Fred and Lynn Hirschy. This gelding goes back to Peptoboonsmal, whose offspring have brought in over $20 million in earnings, Peptos Stylish Oak, whose offspring have brought in over $3 million in earnings, and Doc O’Lena, the famed NCHA sire- and that’s just on the top half! From the dam’s side, this colt goes back to First Down Dash, the all-time leading race-horse sire. This colt is quiet and easy to be around. Whether it’s in the arena or on the ranch he is ready for whatever you throw at him. Don’t miss out on this gelding!
DOCS MISTER VELVET is a four-year-old, 16-hand gelding from the Holland Ranch. Cashin Man has LTE of over $30,000. Dash For Cash has a speed index of 114, LTE of over $500,000, and has sired 827 winners with $39 million in offspring earnings. This gelding has tracked the hot heels, been roped off of, drug logs, and rode outside by himself. He is not afraid of big country. This stout gelding is ready for long days on the ranch and is easy to get along with. He is looking to please and could excel in any direction.
DOCS SPITSHINE is a four-year-old gelding from the Holland Ranch. He is 15.3 hands and flashy! Reven Montana Smoke made his mark in the NCHA. Cashin Man has LTE of over $30,000. Dash For Cash has a speed index of 114, LTE of over $500,000, and has sired 827 winners with $39 million in offspring earnings. MT Glasgow was raised on the Holland ranch and was selected for good conformation and a great disposition. This colt isn’t afraid of the big country and has a motor that can last all day. This gelding is sure to catch your eye as an easy and pretty mover with a lot of float to him.
DOCS TIA is a five-year-old mare standing at 15.3 hands from the Holland Ranch. Cashin Man has over $30,000 in LTE. Dash For Cash has LTE of over $500,000 from his racing career and is known worldwide as a race-horse sire. Little Brown Eyes was known for his cow sense and boy does that show up in this mare! She is big boned, gritty, and knows how to work. She has a pleasant trot for those long distance days out in the mountains and we haven’t found a hill she steers away from yet! She would be a nice ranch horse.
SACOS TRUE GRIT is a stout 5-year-old gelding standing at 15.2 hands from the Holland Ranch. Reven Montana Smoke has $250,000 in NCHA earnings along with holding a spot in the NCHA Hall of Fame. This gelding’s athletic potential from his papers shows up when you ride him. He has tracked and roped the Hot Heels and dragged logs. He grabs your attention with his size and color and lives up to his name—he has grit! Due to no fault of his own, this colt only has about sixty rides. He has traveled in the mountains and should be a nice ranch horse.
Use this certificate to build your own custom hat made by Ericka of Montana Mad Hatters. Own a piece of cowboy tradition made with honesty and integrity. This gift card is not just a hat, but shows a way of life. All of the proceeds from the sale of this gift card goes directly to the Colt Challenge Scholarship of the University of Montana Western.
Jack Be Driften

AQHA# 5995767  2019 Brown Gelding
Date of Birth: July 13, 2019
Donated by Hollenbeck Ranch

JACK BE DRIFTEN is a three-year-old gelding from the Hollenbeck Ranch standing at 15 hands. Drifts Chip is the sire of 6 money-earners and 11 AQHA point-earners. Along with athletic ability, this colt has a quiet mind and a lot of try. The mix of speed and cow sense along with the confirmation to back it all up, this horse is bound to be a good prospect in or out of the show ring! If you are looking for a quiet and reasonable gelding he would be a great choice.
Jaywood Drifter TKM

AQHA# 5971383 2019 Bay Gelding
Date of Birth: June 02, 2019
Donated by Hollenbeck Ranch

Drifts Chip
Driftwood N Drift
Miss Aliso Ike
Double Drift
Diamond Isle
White Lightning Ike
Aliso Bonito
Collins Jessie
Driftwood N Drift
Miss Aliso Ike
TKM Navajo Jaima
Navajo Jaima
Johnnawood
TCM Navajo Jaima

JAYWOOD DRIFTER TKM is a three-year-old gelding from the Hollenbeck Ranch standing at 15 hands. Drifts Chip is the sire of 6 money-earners and 11 AQHA point-earners. Collins Jessie was successfully shown in halter, has sired multiple reining and ranch versatility champions, and is an AQHA Hall of Fame Sire. This colt has a quiet and gentle demeanor with a lot of work ethic. He has cow sense and intelligence. If you’re looking for a ranch horse or a rodeo prospect this would be a great choice for you!
Bryan and Marcia Mussard operate the Big West Management and Reminisce Angus Ranch in Dillon, Montana. Reminisce Angus started in 1984 with the purchase of two registered heifers from Schultz Angus in Sheridan, Montana. The herd continued to grow with females purchased from other herds, including: Felton Angus, Sitz Angus, Vermillion Ranch and Jolly Roger Angus. They focus on producing sustainable, quality beef. They continue to grow by tracking other maternal and performance traits necessary to raise predictable, repeatable, and sound seed stock. Don’t miss the chance to add these amazing genetics to your cattle herd!

Phone: (406) 683-6363
Email: bwm6101@outlook.com
Website: remangus.com
IRISH MITZI is a three-year-old bay roan mare standing at 14.3 hands donated by R Lazy 6 Quarter Horses. She is sired by Peps A Dynamo who was lightly shown in the NRCHA and has a nice temperament seen in his offspring. Shining Starlite had an impressive career in the reining world. Cinderella Chex has earnings in the cutting and reining pen. As Smart As The Fox offspring have earnings from the AQHA World Championship Show, the NCHA, the NRCHA, and the NRHA! Her papers are filled with some AQHA greats. This mare is easy to catch and ready to work. She is smooth to ride with lots of potential in the arena.
RSR HUFFYS PLAYGUN comes from the Roaring Springs Ranch out of Oregon. He is a four-year-old bay gelding standing at 15.1 hands. Playgun is a proven cutting horse sire with offspring earnings over $8 million. Miss Silver Pistol also had an impressive cutting career and earned herself a spot in the NCHA Hall of Fame. On the dam’s side, Brinks Leo Hickory earned nearly $60,000 in the NCHA. This colt has a nice head, inside and out. He is quiet, smooth, and put together nicely. He is hard to rattle and is just as comfortable outside as he is in the arena.
RSR SWALLOW RIDE is a five-year-old Roaring Springs gelding standing at 14.3 hands. Playgun is a proven cutting horse sire with offspring earnings over $8 million. This gelding has already shown great promise for being an all-around prospect. He has a lot of work ethic and a nice stop. You could ride his lope all day! He has solid confirmation, a good mind, cow sense, and athletic ability. This gelding is going to make a great prospect for a working job, in or out of the arena.
WEAVERS COWBOY PERK is a quiet three-year-old sorrel gelding standing at 13.3 hands. This is our only colt from Perkster, the well-known late sire of the Weaver’s. Dash For Perks has won over 3.4 million in barrel racing. Frenchmans Guy is a top leading barrel horse sire, a leading All Around Performance Sire, the 2019 Future Fortunes Stallion of the Year, and has offspring earnings in excess of $14 Million. This colt has a laid back temperament and is easy to be around. He has a great foundation and will be a solid, honest horse. This colt is eligible for the brand new Riata Buckle.
WEAVERS DEE LENA is a four-year-old dun mare from Stan and Nancy Weaver, standing at 14.2 hands. Ima Tuf Lena was honored in 2019 by the Montana Quarter Horse Association as the Broodmare Sire of the Year. Weavers Smart Dee was used mainly as a ranch horse after a brief reined cow horse career where she earned $3,000 and was noted for being extremely cowy. Weavers Dee Lena is a very gentle, independent, smooth horse and would be an excellent arena and ranch mount.
WEAVERS GENUINELYLEO is a 3-year-old sorrel gelding that stands at 14.2 hands, donated by Weaver Quarter Horses. Tuf N Busy offspring have won at all levels of roping, and maintained earnings in the NCHA, NRCHA, and the NRHA. Genuine Leigh Wright was an outstanding calf roping horse. Lenas Wright On has LTE of $109,995, won the NRHA futurity as a three-year-old, and was an AQHA World Champion Working Cow Horse. This colt has a good gas pedal when asked and is athletic. He is smart, flashy, and ready to go in a variety of directions. This colt is also eligible for the brand new Riata Buckle.
WEAVERS MISSBLUEBOON is a 14.1 hand, six-year-old bay roan mare donated by Weaver Quarter Horses. Merada Ima Boonsmal has LTE of more than $180,000, with offspring LTE earnings over $1 million. Smart Little Lena is a NCHA triple crown champion. Peppy San Badger is in the AQHA & NCHA Hall of Fame. Royal Blue Boon was the #1 producing broodmare in the NCHA. This mare has a hard working disposition, a great mind, and athletic abilities. This mare has tracked and roped the dummy and been in and out of the arena. Don’t miss out on this flashy mare who is ready to head in any direction.
Weavers Smooth Ted

AQHA# 5933301 2019 Black Gelding
Date of Birth: May 23, 2019
Donated by Weaver Quarter Horses

A Smooth Guy
Originally Smooth
The Original Sin
Top Perry
Aintnowhitechocolate
Dashin Ladybird

Frenchmans Guy
Docs Movida
First Down Dash
Rarely Sinful
MR Jess Perry
Mitos Top Lady
Dash For Perks
Fols Ladybird

WEAVERS SMOOTH TED is a 15 hand black gelding donated by Weaver Quarter Horses. This gelding is three years old, with a gentle and willing disposition to please. A Smooth Guy is known for siring level-headed horses that are easy to train and are successful in the rodeo arena. Mr Jess Perry was a 2-year-old Champion in the racing industry, who was inducted into the AQHA Hall of Fame in 2019, and has offspring earnings of more than $57 million. This colt is easy to get along with, smart, and athletic. He is confident outside and going to be big. He is ready to go in any direction.
Weavers Tonka Gem

AQHA# 5665668 2015 Bay Gelding
Date of Birth: May 07, 2015
Donated by Weaver Quarter Horses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Offspring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grays Starlight</td>
<td>Gems and Starlight</td>
<td>Boogers Mytee Tonka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gems Emerald</td>
<td></td>
<td>Neens Tonka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Casino Star Janeen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WEAVERS TONKA GEM is a 7-year-old bay gelding donated by Stan and Nancy Weaver. This gelding is sired by Gems And Starlight, a well-made, smooth to ride, athletic, and cowy sire. Boogers Mytee Tonka is a AQHA Superhorse Contender and the 2002 AQHA Reserve World Champion Tie-Down Roping Horse. This gelding has rodeo royalty in his blood. He is 15 hands, flashy, and knows how to be athletic. He has been in the mountains, tracked the roping dummy, and drug logs. This horse will be an excellent addition to anyone’s herd.
 Lots 25 & 26

**Perkster Breedings**

AQHA# 4264170  2002 Palomino Stallion

Date of Birth: May 11, 2002  
Donated by Weaver Quarter Horses

We have two vials of Perkster semen available for auction. PERKSTER was an extremely well-built and heavy-boned palomino stallion that is five panel N/N. His style and conformation, pedigree, ability to breed color, and calm, easy-going manner made him a favorite Weaver Stallion. Perkster colts are easy to halter break and make all-around great saddle horses. He is a recognized sire of rodeo and ranch horses, and is a great prospect to add to a breeding line. He has sired the top selling weanlings at the Weaver Sale four times and our sale twice! Perkster offspring are eligible for the Riata Buckle Series.
"The Look" is important to SITZ Angus. They want bulls to be stout made, wide bodied, loaded with muscle, have body length, big testicles and good feet. They want females to have good udders, be deep bodied, broody and feminine. At SITZ Angus, every breeding and management decision is based on the core principles of producing Seedstock genetically programmed to be profitable in every segment of the industry. These core principles instilled 95 years ago have been carried out along the way by 4 generations of SITZ family. SITZ Angus has earned the reputation of producing genetics that will excel downstream in the industry, throughout the Feeding Sector and on the Rail - rapid growth, desirable feed conversions and a carcass that earns premiums not discounts. Don't miss out on this opportunity to bring the desirable SITZ cattle genetics into your herd.

Jim and Tami Sitz
Phone: (406) 685-3360
Email: sitzangusranch@gmail.com
Website: sitzangus.com
AQHA Ranch Heritage Breeders are working cattle ranches that produce five or more registered American Quarter Horses each year for ranch work. AQHA Ranch Heritage Breeders should embody the longevity, integrity and honesty of the ranching tradition. Ranching Heritage Breeders breed and raise ranch-type horses, which remain at the core of the American Quarter Horse Association and epitomizes the breed’s versatility. To be recognized as a Ranching Heritage Breeder, breeders must meet the following criteria:

AQHA Ranching Heritage Challenges are open to any horse bred by an AQHA Ranch Heritage Breeder. Anyone who owns an eligible horse can compete in one of the multiple age and skill level divisions offered for both horse and rider, as well as a variety of classes.

Weaver Quarter Horses was nominated by their fellow AQHA Ranch Heritage Breeders to be the 2020 Breeder of the Year Award Winner. Congratulations to Stan and Nancy Weaver.

The Riata Buckle Series

The rodeo world has enjoyed the Pink and Ruby buckles and this year there is a new rope horse version: The Riata Buckle. Brought to you from the same producers of the Pink and Ruby Buckles, the Riata Buckle is a roping incentive program that stallion owners pay into. All offspring of the studs paid into the incentive program will be eligible for the lucrative $2 million Riata Buckle Futurity in November 2022 at the Lazy E Arena. Like the Pink and Ruby Buckles, the Riata Buckle will offer an exclusive, stallion-owned only horse sale.

For more information visit: riatabuckle.com

For additional information on the horses, visit facebook.com/coltchallengeandsale
All CHS and New Generation feed is purchased through our local Rocky Mountain Supply.

FRECKER’S SADDLERY
125 W Bannack
Dillon, MT 59725
(406) 683-4452
www.freckerssaddlery.com
saddlery@freckerssaddlery.com

OSBURN FENCE & FABRICATION LLC
DALLAS OSBURN
782 Downing Ln
Dillon, MT 59725
(406)-223-0996 Cell
dposburn@msn.com
osburnfence.com
Thank you MSU Colt Starting Class for joining us for the competition.
“To Be A Better Horseman” Award

In Memory of Chad Holland

The award “To Be a Better Horseman” is in memory of Chad Holland.

Chad believed that being a good horseman was an important factor in the communication between the person and a horse. He believed in the importance of giving the horse a good experience the first-time you interacted with them, gaining their trust and confidence. It was all about making a better world for horse and man. Chad was a contributing individual in bringing Ray Hunt horse breaking methods to this country. Ray Hunt held nine clinics at the Holland Ranch ranging from colt starting to horsemanship classes. All clinics were filled with participants.

Chad believed that whether you were in the rodeo arena, show world, breaking a colt or working cattle on the ranch horseback, you need to communicate with your horse and understand the feel the horse is giving you. As a horseman himself, he roped with the best, showed several AQHA Champions and spent countless hours horseback on the ranch.
Thank you Bank of Commerce for sponsoring “To Be a Better Horseman” award.
MONTANA MAD HATTERS

Sheila (406) 792-6087
Ericka (406) 660-0690
Shop (406) 684-5869

email: hatters@3rivers.net  Call for appointment
www.montanahats.com

STEELLE HALTERS

Hial Steele
8611 Dry Creek Rd.
Belgrade, MT 59714

Quality Rope Halters,
Leadropes, Whips and more!

Phone: (406) 581-1983
The Montana Center for Horsemanship would like to thank everyone for their support in completing Phase I construction. We are currently raising funds for Phase II.

The Montana Center for Horsemanship is the first and only educational equine center in the United States to focus exclusively on “Natural Horsemanship”—a philosophy that’s based on understanding horse behavior, and bridging the gap between natural and conventional training to provide a stronger, more rewarding foundation for riding, working, and interacting.

Thanks to a unique partnership between MCH and the University of Montana Western, professional and amateur horsemen and horsewomen are brought together to improve and expand horsemanship in the broadest sense of the word.
MCH is guided by several fundamental objectives: to help individuals achieve personal and professional success in the equine industry; to enable horses to learn more effectively and find more “horse happiness” through a specialized program; to energize the community as a whole; and to perpetuate a fundamental tradition of the American West.

UPCOMING EVENTS

**JUNE 9-12**
SHOW
Montana Cutting Horse Association Show

**JULY 21-24**
SHOW
Montana Cutting Horse Association Show

**SEPT 8-10**
CONFERENCE
The Natural Horsemanship Revolution
Keynote: **BUCK BRANNAMAN**
Presenters: **JAMES WOFFORD, DR. GLEN BLODGETT, DR. ROBERT MILLER, & KANSAS CARRADINE**
Please bring this catalog with you to the sale.
D. Chance Bernall  
Broker/Owner  
10 W Reeder Street  
Dillon, MT 59725  
Office: 406-683-2234  
cbernall@beaverheadhomeandranch.com  
www.beaverheadhomeandranch.com

The Patagonia Outlet  
16 South Idaho Street • Dillon, MT 59725  
(406) 683-2580  FAX (406) 683-2619  
www.patagonia.com  
A division of Great Pacific Iron Works, a California corporation.  
Patagonia® is a registered trademark of Patagonia, Inc. used under license.

Holt Custom Saddlery  
G.T Holt - Saddle Maker  
P.O. Box 86 • 4725 Hwy 91 N  
Dillon, MT 59725 • (406) 683-5018

John Deere  
Frontline Ag Solutions, LLC  
1025 Selway Drive  
Dillon, MT 59725  
Phone: 406-683-4281 Toll Free 800-683-4281  
Fax: 406-683-6784  
l.barrett@frontlineag.com
Eric Hoffmann is the Head Instructor at The Montana Center for Horsemanship. He has taught Natural Horsemanship classes at Montana Western since 2008. In his classes, Hoffmann teaches his students the importance of getting your horses to work more willingly in order to accomplish a task or job. A student of Hoffmann’s will gain confidence and knowledge that equips individuals for a future career in the equine industry. Hoffmann holds an A.A.S. in Equine Management and Training from Laramie County Community College. He earned a Bachelor of Science in Agriculture Education from the University of Wyoming and also received a Master’s degree in Agriculture Education from Montana State University.

Robert Chesterfield is an Instructor at The Montana Center for Horsemanship and has taught Natural Horsemanship classes at Montana Western since 2016. Robert brings a unique approach and perspective to his classes. He graduated from Montana Western with a Bachelor’s degree in Natural Horsemanship and has the ability to help students gain the most they can from their Natural Horsemanship classes. In the past Robert had spent years working on ranches and starting colts. Robert’s attention to detail will enable students to develop and refine a solid foundation in their horsemanship.

Melanie South is an instructor at The Montana Center for Horsemanship. She graduated from UMW with a Bachelor’s Degree in Natural Horsemanship with a Business minor and a Bachelor’s Degree in Business Administration with an Equine Management minor. Melanie grew up riding horses and has always enjoyed giving horsemanship lessons and working with the public. She strives to teach her student’s through leading by example and encourages her students to learn from failures with perseverance.
Iola “Olie” Else has been involved with the Equine and Natural Horsemanship Program since its inception and first classes in 2000. Else served as UMW’s Rodeo Coach and Faculty Advisor for over thirty years and was named the National Intercollegiate Rodeo Association Coach of the year in 2004 & 2018. Olie is the only woman that has ever won the award. She was inducted in the Montana Pro Rodeo Hall and Wall of Fame in 2018 and was inducted into the 2019 Montana Cowboy Hall of Fame. Olie is the campus liaison for the The Montana Center for Horsemanship. Else meets with new recruits and is the primary advisor for Natural Horsemanship students. She is passionate about agriculture.

Will Shirley is an on-campus instructor for the animal science classes offered at Western. He grew up on a cow-calf operation in North Central Montana before attending the University of Montana Western. He graduated Western in 2017 where he received a bachelor’s degree in Biology and an associate degree in Natural Horsemanship. He then attended the University of Missouri, receiving his Master’s Degree in Animal Science. Will uses a hands-on approach and works in partnership with several agricultural producers in Beaverhead County.

Dr. Megan Kelly joined the Western Equine Studies Program in 2015. She graduated from Washington State University’s College of Veterinary Medicine in 2010. Dr. Kelly was an Associate Veterinarian for 5 years in equine private practice before moving to Dillon. In the classroom, she uses her equine veterinary practice knowledge to help UM Western students be prepared for the real-world challenges in the horse industry. Dr. Kelly is a Montana native, and enjoys backcountry horseback riding and mountain lake fishing.
PLEASE JOIN BEAVERHEAD MOTORS FOR A COMPLIMENTARY SALE-DAY LUNCH

MONTANA CENTER FOR HORSEMANSHIP
April 2, 2022
11:30 a.m. - 12:45 p.m.

BEAVERHEADMOTORS.COM
675 N. MONTANA • (406) 683-2371
East Bench Grain
30 E. Clark Street
Dillon, MT 59725
(406) 683-5044

"For all of your marketing needs"
Grain Merchandising and Seed Sales

FARM BUREAU
FINANCIAL SERVICES

Julie Bramlet
Agent, Financial Advisor
406.683.6122 | 406.683.6123 fax
800.735.7106 toll-free
jbramlet@mtfba.com
221 E Reeder St, PO Box 386, Dillon, MT 59725
juliebramletmt.fbfaagents.com

Registered Representative/Securities & services offered through FB Marketing Services, LLC.*
5000 University Avenue, West Des Moines, IA 50266, 677-660.2904, Member SIPC.
Advisory services offered through FB Wealth Management, LLC.* Farm Bureau Life Insurance Company. **
Mountain West Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Company. *AFL states. **Company provider of Farm Bureau Financial Services.

Sparky's Garage
420 E. Pointdexter
(406) 683-2828

Butte, MT
222 E. Park St.
(406) 782-2301

"HIGH OCTANE FUN"
Burgers, BBQ, Draft Beer, Cocktails
www.sparkysrestaurant.com

AH CINCHES
CUSTOM MADE CINCHES
Amy Hoffman
(406) 570-4052
Large rooms with pillowtop beds
In-room microwave & refrigerator
Free Wi-Fi • HDTVs • Indoor pool Pet friendly!
Complimentary hot breakfast daily

Quality Inn Dillon, MT
450 N. Interchange
Dillon, MT 59725
406.683.6831
QualityInnDillon.com

LASSO THE SAVINGS
Call today & request the
UM Western Colt Sale
group rate!
For more information, contact Eric Hoffmann by calling (406) 925-1499.

facebook.com/coltchallengeandsale

For more information, contact Eric Hoffmann by calling (406) 925-1499.

facebook.com/coltchallengeandsale